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ABSTRACT
Previous work analyzing social networks has mainly focused
on binary friendship relations. However, in online social
networks the low cost of link formation can lead to net-
works with heterogeneous relationship strengths (e.g., ac-
quaintances and best friends mixed together). In this case,
the binary friendship indicator provides only a coarse repre-
sentation of relationship information. In this work, we de-
velop an unsupervised model to estimate relationship strength
from interaction activity (e.g., communication, tagging) and
user similarity. More specifically, we formulate a link-based
latent variable model, along with a coordinate ascent op-
timization procedure for the inference. We evaluate our
approach on real-world data from Facebook and LinkedIn,
showing that the estimated link weights result in higher au-
tocorrelation and lead to improved classification accuracy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

Keywords
Social networks, link prediction, latent variable models

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent research on analyzing social networks has demon-

strated that relational patterns of homophily [14] can be ex-
ploited to improve predictive models of both link structure
and behavior. For example, researchers have found that net-
work connectivity and attribute similarity can improve link
prediction models [13, 19]. Also, researchers have found that
relational ties can improve behavior prediction in tasks such
as as fraud detection [15] and viral marketing [6].

However, much of this past work has focused on social
networks with binary relational ties (e.g., friends or not).
These binary indicators provide only a coarse indication of
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the nature of the relationship. Due to the low-cost of friend-
ship identification in online social networks and the variance
of link information in electronic communication networks,
the resulting networks often contain both strong and weak
ties—with little or no information to differentiate between
the two ends of the spectrum. Since pairs of individuals with
strong ties (e.g., close friends) are likely to exhibit greater
similarity than those with weak ties (e.g., acquaintances) [8],
treating all relationships as equal will increase the level of
noise in the learned models and likely lead to degradation
in performance. Indeed, recent research that has attempted
to prune away spurious relationships and highlight stronger
relationships has been shown to improve the accuracy of
relational models [17].

Fortunately, online social networks (OSNs) often consist
of more than just a record of social network ties. Typically
online communities contain ancillary interaction informa-
tion among the users that can be used for modeling. Indeed,
almost every OSN provides infrastructure for the formation
and maintenance of communities over time by facilitating
communication and transfer of information. The system
thus keeps a record of low-level interactions among related
people and can be used to identify which linked members
are close friends/colleagues, as opposed to acquaintances.
Facebook users, for instance, each have a Wall page as part
of their profile, where friends can post messages. While a
particular user may have hundreds of friends, due to re-
source constraints it is likely that she communicates more
frequently with friends compared to acquaintances. Simi-
larly, LinkedIn users can request and/or write recommen-
dations for other users in the system. Although a given
user might maintain connections to hundreds of profession-
als, they will only write recommendations for those with
whom they are most familiar.

In this work, we propose a model to infer relationship
strength based on profile similarity and interaction activity,
with the goal of automatically distinguishing strong relation-
ships from weak ones. Recently, interaction data has been
used to predict relationship strength [11, 7] but this work
only considered two levels of relationship strength, namely
weak and strong relationships. In addition, this past work
focused on supervised learning methods, which requires hu-
man annotation of link strength (e.g., friendship rating [7]
or top friend nomination [11]). We focus instead on devel-
oping a richer model that can represent the full spectrum of
relationship strength, from weak to strong, and propose an
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unsupervised method to infer a continuous-valued relation-
ship strength for links.

More specifically, we formulate a latent variable model to
infer (hidden) relationship strengths and develop a coordi-
nate ascent optimization procedure for inference. From the
modeling perspective, a unique characteristic of our model
is that it distinguishes interaction activity from users’ pro-
file data, and integrates these two types of information by
considering the relationship strength to be the hidden ef-
fect of user profile similarities, as well as the hidden cause
of the interactions between users. This naturally leads to
a latent variable model which captures the causality of the
underlying social process. Furthermore, in view of the fact
that the user profile data is relatively comprehensive, sta-
ble, and available to OSN service providers, while the inter-
action data is usually sparse, temporal and in many cases
predictions of future interactions are of interest, we take a
discriminative approach to modeling the profile similarities,
and a generative approach to the interactions. The result-
ing hybrid model has the benefit of both accurate estimation
of relationship strengths based on the discriminative model-
ing of profile data, and flexible handling/predicting missing
interaction data.

In addition, our approach is also scalable. For the pro-
posed statistical model, we implement a principled optimiza-
tion scheme to infer the parameter values and the relation-
ship strengths for a set of user pairs. The optimization al-
gorithm proves to converge fast in our experiments. The
learned parameter values can be applied to estimate the re-
lationship strength for a new queried pair in constant time,
which is suitable for real time application (e.g., online pre-
diction).

Besides its immediate implications for social science ap-
plications, the estimation of relationship strength can also
be used to improve the range and performance of various
aspects of online social networks, including:

• Link prediction: In LinkedIn and Facebook, the sys-
tem automatically suggests new connections to users.
With the estimated relationship strengths for pairs of
users within a certain distance (e.g., two-hop away in
the network, working in the same company, etc.), this
task could be easily improved by suggesting those peo-
ple with top relationship strengths to users.

• Item recommendation: In general, any automatic
recommendation service provided by OSNs could be
improved with the estimated relation strengths, since
a person’s affinities and preferences are more likely
to coincide with those who they are strongly related.
For example, in LinkedIn, when recommending groups
that a user might want to join, or news articles they
might want to read, the activities of related people are
highly predictive of a recommendation’s success.

• Newsfeeds: Newsfeeds (i.e., real-time updates about
status change, activities, new posts or other stories
from contacts) is an important feature implemented in
OSNs such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. When
building an online member’s personalized newsfeed about
their connections, prioritizing the updates by relation-
ship strength could be more beneficial to the user by
removing or downplaying updates from spurious con-
tacts.

• People search: By ranking search results according
to relationship strengths between the query sender and
the discovered people, the user is likely to find an ac-
cessible person more quickly.

• Visualization: The applications of visualizing peo-
ple’s local social network could be improved by scal-
ing/shading links according to the estimated relation-
ship strengths.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We outline
the details of the model and the estimation algorithm in
Section 2. In Section 3, we evaluate our approach on real-
world data from LinkedIn and Facebook by showing that
autocorrelation in the estimated relationship-strength graph
is higher than any alternative graph formed from various
aspects of the raw data. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
utility of the inferred relationship strengths in a number
of collective classification and recommendation tasks. In
Section 5, we conclude and point out some directions for
future work.

2. LATENT VARIABLE MODEL
One key assumption underlying our model is the theory

of homophily from sociology [14]. The homophily principle
postulates that people tend to form ties with other peo-
ple who have similar characteristics (i.e., the tendency of
like to associate with like). Moreover, it is likely that the
stronger the tie, the higher the similarity [8]. Previous stud-
ies have shown that homophily is ubiquitous in social net-
works (see [14]). In online social networks therefore, we can
model the relationship strength as a hidden effect of nodal
profile similarities. Such profile attributes include, for in-
stance, the schools and companies the users attended, the
online groups that they joined, the geographic locations that
they belong to, etc.

Furthermore, we assume that the relationship strength
directly impacts the nature and frequency of online interac-
tions between a pair of users. Since each user has a finite
amount of resources (e.g., time) to use in the formation and
maintenance of relationship, it is likely that they direct these
resources towards the relationships that they deem more im-
portant [5]. Such interactions could be, for example, profile
viewing activities between the pair of users, connection es-
tablishment, picture tagging, etc. The stronger the relation-
ship, the higher likelihood that a certain type of interaction
will take place between the pair of users. In this way, we
model the relationship strength as the hidden cause of user
interactions. Conditioning on the relationship strength, the
interaction variables are independent of each other.

Formally, let x(i) and x(j) denote the profile vectors of

two individuals i and j, and let y
(ij)
t , t = 1, 2, . . . , m be the

occurrences of m different interactions considered between
i and j. Then we define z(ij) to be the latent relationship
strength between i and j and model the influence of x(i)

and x(j) on z(ij), as well as the influence of z(ij) on y
(ij)
t , t =

1, 2, . . . , m.
We illustrate the general model using the directed graph-

ical model representation in Figure 1. The full model can be
viewed as a hybrid of discriminative and generative models—
the upper part is discriminative (p(Z|X)), while the lower
part (p(Y,Z)) is generative. Our model represents the likely
causal relationships among these variables by modeling the
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conditional dependencies, so that the joint distribution de-
composes as follows:

P (z(ij), y(ij)|x(i), x(j)) (1)

=P (z(ij)|x(i), x(j))
mY

t=1

P (y
(ij)
t |z(ij))

Figure 1: Graphical model representation of the
general relationship strength model.

Although the relationship-strength variable z summarizes
the similarities and interactions between a pair of people,
its value is not directly observed in the data (and it would
be difficult, if not impossible, to collect from online users).
As such, it makes sense to treat z as a latent (i.e., hidden)
variable in the model, which we will estimate for each pair
of people (along with the values of model parameters) so as
to maximize the overall observed data likelihood.

In general, our model can be applied to infer either di-
rected or undirected relationship strengths, depending on
the way how we specify the profile similarity and the inter-
actions for each pair. In this work, we infer directed rela-
tionship strengths, i.e., the estimated z(ij) could possibly be
different than z(ij), since we consider directed interactions
in the data (e.g., while i has posted on j’s wall, j might have
not have posted on i’s).

2.1 Model specification
The general latent variable model of relationship strength

can be instantiated in an appropriate way, depending on
domain-specific availability and interpretation of attributes
and interactions. In this work, we adopt the widely-used
Gaussian distribution to model the conditional probability
of the relationship strength given profile similarities.

Let sk(x(i),x(j)) (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) denote a set of similarity
measures taken on pairs of nodes i,j. Then the dependency
between zij and x(i), x(j) is as follows:

P (z(ij)|x(i),x(j)) = N (wT s(x(j),x(j)), v) (2)

where s is a similarity vector calculated based on x(i) and
x(j); w is an n-dimensional weight vector to be estimated,

and v is the variance in Gaussian model, which is configured
to be 0.5 in our experiments. To reflect this, we replace x(i)

and x(j) with s(ij) in Figure 2.
In the proposed model, the probability distribution of each

y
(ij)
t is conditionally independent given z(ij). For this work,

we model all interactions as binary variables, regardless of
the frequency of interaction due to the sparsity of the data.
For example, the variable may denote whether a user i has
posted on j’s wall.

Furthermore, to increase the accuracy of the model, we

introduce a set of auxiliary variables a
(ij)
t1 , a

(ij)
t2 , . . . , a

(ij)
tlt

for
each interaction t, as shown in Figure 2. Such variables
capture auxiliary causes of the interactions which are inde-
pendent of the relationship strength. For example, the total
number of pictures that a user has tagged represents their
intrinsic tendency to tag pictures, and hence it could mod-
erate the effect of relationship strength on interactions with
a specific user.

Figure 2: Graphical model representation of the spe-
cific instantiation described in Sec.2.1.

We use a logistic function to model the conditional prob-

ability of y
(ij)
t given z(ij) and a

(ij)
t :

P (y
(ij)
t = 1|z(ij),a

(ij)
t ) (3)

=
1

1 + e−(θt1a
(ij)
t1 +θt2a

(ij)
t2 +...+θtla

(ij)
tl

+θtl+1z(ij)+b)

where θt = [θt1, θt2, . . . , θtl, θtl+1]
T are the set of parameters

to be estimated. To make the notation more compact, we

define u
(ij)
t =

»
a

(ij)
t

z(ij)

–
, so that:

P (y
(ij)
t = 1|u(ij)

t ) =
1

1 + e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)

(4)

In general, we could apply other appropriate generalized
linear models for interaction variables without adding diffi-
culty to the inference (the objective function will still be
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concave and the optimization procedure will remain un-
changed). For example, poisson regression could be used
if the interaction is represented as count data.

Finally, to avoid over-fitting, we put L2 regularizers on
the parameters w and θ, which can be regarded as Gaussian
priors:

P (w) ∝ e−
λw
2 wT w (5)

P (θt) ∝ e−
λθ
2 θT

t θt , t = 1, 2, . . . , m (6)

The data are represented as N samples of user pairs, de-
noted by D = {(i1, j1), (i2, j2), . . . , (iN , jN )}. During train-

ing, the variables x(ij), y(ij) and a
(ij)
t , ((ij) ∈ D, t = 1, 2, . . . , m)

are all visible. Since the attribute similarities are pre-calculated
based on the x′s, to simplify the notation, we define s(ij) =
s(x(i),x(j)). Given all the observed variables, based on Eq.
(1), the joint probability is as follows:

P (D|w, θ)P (w, θ) (7)

=

0
@ Y

(i,j)∈D
P (z(ij),y(ij)|x(i), x(j), w, θ)

1
AP (w)P (θ)

=
Y

(i,j)∈D
P (z(ij)|x(i), x(j), w)

mY
t=1

P (y
(ij)
t |z(ij), θt)P (w)P (θt)

∝
Y

(i,j)∈D

 
e−

1
2v (wT s(ij)−z(ij))2

mY
t=1

e−(θT
t u(ij)+b)(1−y

(ij)
t )

1 + e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)

!

· e− λw
2 wT w

mY
t=1

e−
λθ
2 θT

t θt

2.2 Inference
In general, estimation of a latent variable model can be

done in two different ways. First, we can infer the distri-
bution of the latent variable z, and find point estimates of
the parameters ŵ, θ̂ so as to maximize the joint likelihood

P (y, ŵ, θ̂|x) (i.e., the latent variable z is integrated out).
This type of approach usually involves an iterative expec-
tation maximization (EM) algorithm. Second, we can treat
the latent variable as a parameter—namely, find point esti-
mates ŵ, θ̂, ẑ that maximize the likelihood P (y, ẑ, ŵ, θ̂|x).
In this work, we will use the latter approach since integra-
tion over the latent variable z involved in the E-step of an
EM algorithm would be intractable. We leave the inves-
tigation of an approximate EM algorithm, to estimate the
distribution of the latent variables z, as future work.

Taking the logarithm of Eq. (7), we get the data log-
likelihood:

L(z({(i,j)∈D}),w, θt) (8)

=
X

(ij)∈D
− 1

2v

“
wT s(ij) − z(ij)

”2

+
X

(ij)∈D

mX
t=1

−(1 − y
(ij)
t )(θT

t u
(ij)
t + b) − log

„
1 + e

−
“

θT
t u

(ij)
t +b

”«

− λw

2
wT w −

mX
t=1

λθ

2
θT

t θt + C

Note that in Eq. (8), both the quadratic terms and the
logarithm of logistic function are concave. Since the sum

of concave functions is concave, the function L is concave.
Therefore, a gradient-based method will allow us to optimize
over the parameters w, θt (t = 1, 2, . . . , m), and the latent

variables z(ij), (ij) ∈ D to find the maximum of L. Below,
we derive a coordinate ascent method for the optimization.

The coordinate-wise gradients are:

∂L
∂z(ij)

=
1

v
(wT x(ij) − z(ij)) (9)

+
mX

t=1

 
y
(ij)
t − 1

1 + e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)

!
θt,lt+1

∂L
∂θt

=
X

(ij)∈D

 
y
(ij)
t − 1

1 + e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)

!
u

(ij)
t − λθθt

(10)

∂L
∂w

=
1

v

X
(ij)∈D

(z(ij) − wT s(ij))s(ij) − λww (11)

A coordinate ascent optimization scheme will update w,
z(ij) and θt iteratively until convergence. For z(ij) and θt,
since the root of Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) cannot be found an-
alytically, we use the following Newton-Raphson updates in
each iteration:

z(ij)new = z(ij)old − ∂L
∂z(ij)

/
∂2L

∂ (z(ij))
2

(12)

θnew
t = θold

t − ∂L
∂θt

/
∂2L

∂θt∂θT
t

(13)

where the 2nd order derivatives are given by:

∂2L
∂ (z(ij))

2 = −1

v
−

mX
t=1

θ2
t,li+1e

−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)“

1 + e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)

”2 (14)

∂2L
∂θt∂θT

t

= −
X

(ij)∈D

e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)“

1 + e−(θT
t u

(ij)
t +b)

”2
u

(ij)
t u

(ij)
t

T − λθI

(15)

For w, the root of (11) can be found analytically as in usual
ridge regression:

wnew =
“
λwI + ST S

”−1

ST z (16)

where S =

2
6664

s(i1j1)

s(i2j2)

...

s(iN jN )

3
7775, and z =

2
6664

z(i1j1)

z(i2j2)

...

z(iN jN )

3
7775.

An overview of the optimization procedure is given in Ta-
ble 1.

During testing, for a new pair of users (i, j), the learned
model can be applied in two ways. First, if both user at-

tributes x(i),x(j) and their interactions y
(ij)
1 , . . . , y

(ij)
t are

known, we can estimate the relationship strength z(ij) in
the same way as step 2 in the learning algorithm. Second,
when the interaction data are unobserved, we just apply
Eq. (2) to infer z(ij). Since the interaction data are usually
sparse, temporal and difficult to obtain, the second scenario
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While not converged:
1. For each Newton-Raphson step:

For t = 1, . . . , m:
update θt according to Eq. (13).

2. For each Newton-Raphson step:
For (i, j) ∈ D:

update z(ij) according to Eq. (12).
3. Update w according to Eq. (16).

Table 1: The learning algorithm

is more common in real online social networks. This in fact
demonstrates a strength of our hybrid model: the lower part
of the model is generative so that the overall model will not
suffer much from missing interaction data during training.
Once the model is learned, for new data the latent vari-
ables can be inferred using only the upper level of variables
in the model. In addition, the generative lower part also
facilitates application of the learned model for predicting
future interactions(e.g., predicting new connections). On
the other hand, fully discriminative models which treat user
background information and interactions equally, will not be
easy to apply in these situations.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 LinkedIn Data
Our first set of experiments evaluate the utility of the pro-

posed model on proprietary data from LinkedIn
(www.linkedin.com). LinkedIn is a business-oriented social
networking site with more than 50 million users worldwide.
Each member can maintain a business profile and establish
connections with colleagues or other business contacts that
they know and trust. Members can search member pro-
files and job postings, communicate with other members,
request/write recommendations, and form/join groups.

3.1.1 Dataset
In our first experiment, we randomly selected 100 LinkedIn

users as seed nodes and from these sampled pairs of nodes
as follows. To select both connected and unconnected pairs,
we considered each seed node and all its neighbors up to
two links away in the connection graph. From these direct
and indirect neighbors, we sampled a set of around 100,000
pairs. In other words, each sample pair consists of a seed
node and another user within its two-hop neighborhood.

For each pair of users (i, j), we computed nine features to
capture the similarity among their profiles and their con-
nections (i.e., contacts). We define overall similarity as:

s(ij) = [s
(ij)
1 s

(ij)
2 . . . s

(ij)
8 ]T and describe each of the eight

features in Table 2.

In addition to similarity features, we also considered three
types of user interactions in the model. We computed four

interaction features y
(ij)
1 , y

(ij)
2 , y

(ij)
3 , y

(ij)
4 based on connec-

tions, recommendations, profile viewing, and address book
entries. Table 3 describes each of the features. For each
type of interaction, we include an auxiliary variable in the
model that denotes the total number of people that i has
interacted with in the specified manner (e.g., for y1 the aux-

s1 1 if i and j went to the same school, 0 otherwise
s2 1 if i and j work in the same company, 0 otherwise
s3 1 if i and j are in the same geographical region,

0 otherwise
s4 1 if i and j are in the same industry, 0 otherwise
s5 1 if i and j have the same job title, 0 otherwise
s6 1 if i and j are in the same functional area,

0 otherwise
s7 logarithm of the normalized counts of common

groups that i and j join
s8 logarithm of the normalized counts of common

connections that i and j share

Table 2: LinkedIn profile and connection similarity
features.

iliary feature counts the total number of nodes k with which
i has established a connection).

y1 1 if i and j have established a connection,
0 otherwise

y2 1 if i has written a recommendation for j,
0 otherwise

y3 1 if i has viewed j’s profile, 0 otherwise
y4 1 if i has included j in his or her online LinkedIn

address book, 0 otherwise

Table 3: LinkedIn interaction features.

3.1.2 Evaluation
We used the proposed model to estimate the relationship

strengths for the 100,000 pairs of users and evaluated the
results on different recommendation tasks. One important
task for the LinkedIn system is the recommendation of peo-
ple related to specific users. For example, when a hiring
manager looks for a candidate for a particular job through
LinkedIn, a typical situation is that the recruiter knows per-
son A and regards A as a perfect candidate for the job, but
A is not available so the recruiter wants to find people who
are closely related to A.

For our first set of evaluations, we held out the job, func-
tional area, geographical region similarity features while learn-
ing the model and estimating relationship strength. Then
we measured how well the estimated relationship strengths
identify pairs of users who have the same job title, work in
the same functional area, or live in the same region. To do
this, we rank the pairs of users by relationship strength and
measure the area under the ROC curve (AUC) based on the
feature values for the ranked pair (e.g., 1 if they are in the
same industry, 0 otherwise). We compare the rankings using
relationship strength to several alternative rankings:

1. Recommendation links, which ranks pairs that have
recommended each other higher than those that do
not.

2. Profile-view links, which ranks pairs of users accord-
ing to the number of times that one has viewed the
other’s profile.

3. Address-book links, which ranks pairs of users that
list each other in their online LinkedIn address book
higher than those that do not.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: AUC results comparing inferred relationship-strengths to other types of links in LinkedIn data.

4. Connection links, which simply ranks pairs of con-
nected users higher than unlinked pairs.

5. Interaction count, which ranks pairs of users accord-
ing to the total count over all four types of interaction
links listed above.

6. Profile similarity, which ranks pairs according to

their overall similarity
P

k s
(ij)
k .

Note that (1)-(4) correspond to the different types of ob-
servable links in the data. On the other hand, (5)-(6) repre-
sent natural heuristics to utilize the profile similarities and
interactions separately. These are included to illustrate the
utility of the upper portion (profile similarity) and lower
portion (interaction occurrence) of the proposed model in
isolation. The results are shown in Figure 3(a). For all
three tasks, the ranking based on relationship strengths re-
sults in a clear gain in AUC, indicating that the model can
automatically identify pairs of similar users based on the
combination of interaction and profile similarity.

Next, we evaluated the quality of the estimated relation-
ship strengths using historical data. We estimated the model
using all features and then measured how well the relation-
ship strengths correlate with historical profile co-viewing.
Again we ranked the pairs of users by the estimated relation-
ship strength and evaluated AUC using a profile co-viewing
variable, which is 1 if the pair of users have been viewed by
the same person, and 0 otherwise. The results are shown
in Figure 3(b). The ranking based on relationship strengths
outperforms all the other methods by a large margin, show-
ing that it can provide more relevant recommendations for
identifying related people. This is evidence that the relation-
ship strengths modeled by our approach, are approximating
the way that humans perceive relationships among people.

3.2 Facebook Data
Our next set of experiments evaluate our proposed model

on data from Facebook (www.facebook.com). Facebook is
a popular online social network site with over 250 million

members worldwide. Members create and maintain a per-
sonal profile page, which contains information about their
views, interests, group memberships, and friends. Friend-
ship links are undirected and are formed through an invi-
tation by one user along with a confirmation by the other.
Users can interact with their friends, among other ways, by
posting on each others’ walls and tagging each other in pic-
tures.

3.2.1 Dataset
For these experiments, we randomly selected five public

Purdue Facebook users as seed nodes and considered all
nodes within three hops of the seed nodes, in the Purdue
network friendship graph, which resulted in a total sample
of 4500 nodes. From this sample, we constructed a training
set of all the directly linked users, which amounts to 144,712
pairs.

For each pair of users (i, j), we computed three features to
capture the similarity among their profiles and their connec-
tions (i.e., friends). We define overall similarity as: s(ij) =

[s
(ij)
1 s

(ij)
2 , s

(ij)
3 ]T and describe each of the three features in

Table 4.

s1 logarithm of the normalized counts of common
networks for which i and j are both members

s2 logarithm of the normalized counts of common
groups that i and j join

s3 logarithm of the normalized counts of common
friends that i and j share

Table 4: Facebook profile and connection similarity
features.

For evaluation purposes, we do not consider similarity fea-
tures computed from user profile attributes (e.g., gender, re-
lationship status, political and religious views) and use only
information about network and group membership, and con-
nection topology in our similarity features s(i). We do this
for two reasons. First, we will later use profile similarity
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to evaluate the quality of the estimated link strengths, so
for accurate evaluation we cannot use these features during
learning. Second, in the publicly visible Facebook data, the
majority of users either do not list these profile attribute
or they do not make the information public (e.g., only 44%
have gender and 27% have political views listed in their pub-
lic profiles).

In addition to similarity features, we also considered two
types of user interactions in the model. We computed the

interaction features y
(ij)
1 , y

(ij)
2 based on wall postings and

picture tagging. Table 5 describes each of the features. Fur-
thermore, as auxiliary variables for each of the correspond-
ing interaction variables, we also include the total number
of people on whose wall i has posted and the total number
of people that i has tagged in pictures in the model.

y1 1 if i has posted on j’s wall, 0 otherwise
y2 1 if i has tagged j in a picture, 0 otherwise

Table 5: Facebook interaction features.

3.2.2 Evaluation
For evaluation, we used the proposed model to estimate

the relationship strengths for the 144,712 pairs of users and
compare the weighted graph formed by the estimated rela-
tionship strengths to the following four graphs formed from
the observed data:

1. Friendship graph: The graph consists of all friend-
ship links between users. This network can be viewed
as a graph of both “strong” and “weak” relationships.

2. Top-friend graph: The graph consists of all top-
friend nominations. Facebook has a “Top Friends”
application which allows users to nominate a small
portion of their friends as best friends. Such top-friend
links can be regarded as “strong” relationships but the
resulting network is quite sparse.

3. Wall graph: The graph consists of edges correspond-
ing to wall posting activities. Every link correspond to
a pair of users (i, j) such that i has posted on j’s wall.
This network can be viewed as an interaction network.

4. Picture graph: The graph consist of edges corre-
sponding to picture-tagging activities. Every link cor-
respond to a pair of users (i, j) such that i has tagged
j in his or her uploaded pictures. This network can
also be viewed as an interaction network.

We evaluated the resulting graphs in two different ways.
First, we measure the increase in autocorrelation on the in-
duced graph, and second we measure the accuracy improve-
ment over several collective classification tasks.

Autocorrelation improvement

In relational data, autocorrelation is the statistical de-
pendency of the same attribute on related instances [10].
To measure the autocorrelation of an attribute with K val-
ues in a graph, we first construct a contingency table which
consists of K rows and K columns where each row (or col-
umn) corresponds to a value of the categorical attribute,

and then the autocorrelation is calculated based on the chi-
square statistic:

χ2 =
X
i∈K

X
j∈K

Oij − Eij

Eij

where Eij is the expected occurrence of the attribute value
pair (i, j), and Oij is the observed occurrence of the attribute
value pair (i, j) across pairs of linked nodes in the graph. We
scale the chi-square statistic to the range [−1, 1] by using the
corrected contingency coefficient:

CC =

s
Kχ2

(K − 1)(N + χ2)

where N is the number of linked pairs in the data. For the
weighted graph, we scale the counts in each cell by the link
strength of the corresponding link (N is scaled as well).

In Figure 4 we graph the autocorrelation of the withheld
profile attributes (i.e., gender, relationship status, political
and religious views) on the five networks. For the sparse
networks (i.e., top-friend, wall, picture), we plot a single
point for the observed autocorrelation. For the relationship-
strength graph, we vary the number of links in the network
by thresholding the link strength and plot the associated au-
tocorrelation as the number of links is increased. For com-
parison, on the friendship graph we randomly drop links to
assess the autocorrelation on networks with the same den-
sity. Note, that the maximum value on the x-axis reflects the
autocorrelation with all the friendship-links/relationship-
strengths in the network.

The graphs show that, with the exception of religious
views in the picture network, the relationship-strength net-
work has autocorrelation greater than, or equal to, all other
networks (for the same number of links). In particular, the
relationship-strength network has significantly higher au-
tocorrelation than the friendship graph in all cases—even
though these four profile attributes were not used to learn
the model. This demonstrates the utility of the model to
identify relationships that reflect the natural similarity among
people. Also, we note that as the number of links increase,
for both the friendship and relationship-strength networks,
the autocorrelation decreases. This indicates a tradeoff be-
tween link density and autocorrelation—as we restrict the
number of relationships it is likely that similarity among
users increase, however increased sparsity will hamper our
ability to use the autocorrelation to improve predictive mod-
els. We will revisit this issue in the classification discussion
below.

Classification improvement

In this section, we further explore the utility of the weighted
graph formed from relationship strength by applying it in a
number of collective classification tasks. For each of the four
profile attributes, we considered a binary classification task
based on its most frequent value.

1. Gender: Male?

2. Relationship Status: Single?

3. Political Views: Conservative?

4. Religious Views: Christian?
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(a) gender (b) relationship status

(c) political views (d) religious views

Figure 4: Autocorrelation on various Facebook graphs, as link density is varied.

(a) gender (b) relationship status

(c) political views (d) religious views

Figure 5: Collective classification performance on various Facebook graphs.
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We apply a widely-used semi-supervised classification
algorithm—the Gaussian random field (GRF) model [20],
which assumes autocorrelation is present in the graph and
propagates information from the labeled portion of the graph
to infer the values for unlabeled nodes. Since the GRF
assumes undirected graphs as input, we modify each link
w(i, j) in the 4 directed graphs (relationship strength, top-
friend, wall posting and picture tagging graphs) to be
max{w(i, j), w(j, i)}. We vary the proportion of labeled
nodes in the graph from 30% to 90% and measure the result-
ing classification rankings using area under the ROC curve.

Classification using the relationship-strength graph is com-
pared with the four observed Facebook graphs (friendship,
top-friend, wall, picture), as well as two additional graphs:
(1) the profile-similarity graph, which weights each link byPN

k=1 s
(ij)
k , and (2) the interaction-count graph which sums

the links in the wall, top-friend, and picture graphs. Re-
call that the profile-similarity and interaction-count graphs
are natural heuristics to illustrate the utility of the upper
portion (profile similarity) and lower portion (interaction
occurrence) of our proposed model in isolation.

The classification results are shown in Figure 5. All results
are averaged over five runs with different random selections
of labeled instances. The performance curves for the wall
graph and the picture graph lie well below the interaction-
count graph for all classification tasks so we omit them in the
plot for clarity. Note the poor performance of the top-friend
graph—this occurs despite the fact that the top-friend net-
work had the highest autocorrelation of the observed graphs
for all but religious views, which indicates that high autocor-
relation is only helpful for classification if the network has
sufficient density to exploit the correlation among neighbors.
This illustrates one strength of our proposed approach, since
the model can maintain the density of the full friendship
graph but significantly increase the autocorrelation levels.

Indeed, the relationship-strength graph results in the high-
est classification performance for all tasks, suggesting that
our approach to summarizing the rich profile and interac-
tion information in online social networks leads to a sin-
gle meaningful relationship graph which can improve subse-
quent knowledge discovery and prediction tasks. We note
that neither the profile-similarity nor the interaction-count
graphs perform well across all the tasks. This illustrates an-
other strength of our proposed approach, since we combine
both these sources of relationship information together in a
single representation of overall relationship strength.

4. RELATED WORK
The recent growth and popularity of online social net-

works (OSNs) such as Facebook, MySpace, and LinkedIn
has lead to a surge in research focused on modeling net-
works and their properties. Much of this work has focused
on the analysis of network structure and growth patterns.
For example, Backstrom et al. [3] investigated the evolution
of network structure and group membership in MySpace and
LiveJournal and showed that homophily can be used to im-
prove predictive models of group membership. Singla and
Richardson [18] investigate the correlation between individ-
ual search topics among people that interact using instant
messaging, and show that not only does a correlation ex-
ist but that it increases with the amount of time the users
communicate. Crandall et al. [4] study the temporal evolu-

tion of link structure and attribute similarity in Wikipedia
and propose a mathematical model that includes both in-
fluence and homophily effects to predict future behavior in
the network. However, nearly all these methods focus on
descriptive analysis and generative models of link structure,
based on the observed structure in the network—they do
not attempt to model the latent properties of the networks.

Another direction of related research has focused on link
prediction—which is a formulization of the problem of pre-
dicting future links in a social network, given a snapshot of
the network at the current time step. This is the area of re-
search that is most relevant to our work in this paper. Link
prediction methods can be generally grouped into two ap-
proaches: those that use topological features to capture the
link structure of the network (e.g., [13, 12]) and those that
use attribute similarity features in addition to topological
features (e.g., [19, 9]).

We differ from past work on link prediction in that we
focus on modeling link strength rather than link existence.
We also aim to exploit interaction information among nodes
in order to improve model accuracy. O’Madadhain et al. [16]
model interaction events, but they formulate a temporal
link prediction task which tries to predict the occurrence of
events (e.g., co-authorship) in future time intervals. Adamic
and Adar [1] also investigate the use of ancillary network in-
formation but with the goal of predicting social ties, instead
of tie strength. More recently, interaction data has been
utilized in predicting relationship strength [11, 7]. However,
this work considered the binary prediction task of distin-
guishing strong ties from weak ties. Our work instead uses
a richer representation that can span the full spectrum from
weak to strong ties. Moreover, unlike the previous work, we
treat interaction data differently from profile features, which
leads to a more interpretable model. Finally, this previous
work has focused on supervised methods, which usually in-
volve efforts on human annotation, e.g., friendship rating
[7] or top friend nomination [11]. Our method takes an un-
supervised approach instead, inferring a continuous-valued
measure of relationship strength for online social networks.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a latent variable model for

the task of relationship strength estimation in online social
networks. The model attempts to represent the intrinsic
causality of social interactions via statistical dependencies.
Our experiments show that the weighted graph formed by
the estimated relationship strengths gives rise to higher au-
tocorrelation and better classification performance than the
graphs formed from various aspects of the raw data.

Besides the natural interest from the social science per-
spective in estimating relationship strengths from indirect
indicators, our model can also be used to improve the per-
formance of online social network systems in a number of
ways. Since the estimated relationship strengths result in a
weighted graph where the spurious links have been down-
weighted and the important links have been highlighted—
this could be used to increase the accuracy of many graph
learning and social network mining tasks, including link pre-
diction, collaborative filtering, product recommendations,
and personalization.

There are a number of modifications to our proposed model
that can be explored to improve performance. Since the cur-
rent inference scheme uses point estimation for the latent
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variable, we plan to develop alternative inference procedures
which maximize the observed data likelihood by integrating
over all possible values of the latent variable. This will in-
volve the use of a mathematically convenient approximate
distribution on the latent variable. Furthermore, we will
consider alternative ways to specify the model—for instance,
we could apply kernels in defining profile similarities and
learn the functions automatically. Also, nonlinear classifica-
tion or regression could be used instead of the current choice
of a generalized linear model for the interaction dependen-
cies. In both cases, however, the difficulty of inference will
increase.

There are also several natural extensions of this work that
we will investigate as future work. First, the current model
considers the relationship strength on each edge indepen-
dently. Although inference will be more complex, it may
improve the accuracy of the model if we consider the depen-
dencies between adjacent edges. For example, the relation-
ship strengths associated with the same person are likely to
be dependent, given the resource constraints on relationship
formation and maintenance.

Second, it would be interesting to investigate the evolu-
tionary aspect of relationship strengths over time. We could
extend the current model to a temporal setting by smoothing
the relationship strengths over adjacent time steps through
tied parameters, as long as the interactions at each time
step are not too sparse. Alternatively, we could estimate
our proposed model on a sequence of network snapshots over
several time steps, and analyze how relationship strengths
evolve with time.

Finally, we will consider other interesting applications which
use relationship strength to understand human behavior (e.g.,
studying the effect of relationship strength on social influ-
ence and diffusion of information). In this work, we at-
tempted to model the causal influence of homophily—that
similar people tend to interact with each other—on link for-
mation and link strength. We choose this approach because
the profile attributes remain relatively stable compared to
the interactions among users. However, the process of so-
cial influence—when people who interact frequently become
more similar—is another cause of relational autocorrelation
that may affect link formation differently than homophily
(see e.g., [2]). An important direction for future work is to
model these two effects in a joint model of link strength,
particularly in domains where the attribute values change
over time.
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